
Brussels, February 19th 2013

Dear friends,

After a long absence and a very hectic agenda, I am finally taking the time to send 
you some news to start 2013.

The retrospective exhibition at the Independence gallery of the BIL (Banque In-
ternationale à Luxembourg) was a unique experience and achieved a great success with 
the public. I was very honoured by the visit of His Highness the Princess Sybilla of 
Luxemburg (sister-in-law of Grand Duke Henri). I also would like to thank the warm 
and professional team of the BIL. I was also greatly moved by the support of collectors, 
who were very enthusiastic about the lending of a large part of the works for the 
exhibition.



All the works of the exhibition have been reproduced in a very beautiful catalogue that 
can be seen and downloaded on my website at the following address:
www.traqueurdelumieres.be/news/catalogues



The Pascal Janssens gallery in Ghent is currently displaying 
the sculptures of Marta Pan, as well as my recent works 
in the exhibition called « Inside Outside », taking place 
from 26 January to 9 March 2013, and already extended 
until 27 April.

It is the opportunity to discover my new works  
on the « Coloured Meditation » series inspired by the 
colorfield paintings of Mark Rothko, the « Black & White 
Rhapsody » series influenced by the painting of Pierre 
Soulages and finally the platinum prints of the « Light 
Harmony » series.

The « Coloured Meditation » series will be travelling 
around the world in various art galleries in the next two 
years. Therefore, I advise you to take this really unique 
opportunity to discover nearly the complete series in Ghent.

Black & White Rhapsody #1 Coloured Meditation #3 Light Harmony #1



Pascal Janssens Gallery
Het Kapittelhuis - Lange Kruisstraat 6F
B-9000 Ghent
Phone: +32 (0)9 360 62 00
The gallery is open from Wednesday to 
Friday from 2:00 to 6:00 PM,on Saturday 
from 11:00 AM to 6:00 PM, as well as by 
appointment.
http://www.galeriejanssens.be

For this exhibition, I had the honour to work for the very first time with the famous Krieger la-
boratory from Düsseldorf where the most famous international photographers are producing 
their prints (A. Gursky, C. Sherman, T. Ruff, C. Höfer...).

First test stripes results at Krieger lab in Düsseldorf



This spring, the gallery Pascal Janssens will be present at the exhibition Art Paris 
taking place at the Grand Palais from 28 March to 1st April 2013 on the stand C24 
(www.artparis.fr). It is an exciting event for modern and contemporary art lovers.

A selection of my recent works will hang next to kinetic artists such as Carlos Cruz-Diez,  
Rafael Barrios and Jésus Rafael Soto. It is an honour for me to expose next to these 
great artists.

A documentary film, tracing my exhibitions in Luxemburg and Ghent, is in prepa-
ration. This film also focuses on my personal approach and my future prospects.
The film is produced by Emove Communications Network and directed by Gauthier 
Demaret.

I am very glad to share all these great news with you. At the same time I can also clearly 
feel the result of the growing interest of Belgian and international collectors for my works.

I thank you for all your support and I am looking forward to meeting you under the vault 
of the Grand Palais (I will be there from the 27th pm to the 29th noon). I would be very 
pleased to see you very soon at Art Paris or at any other art event.

Pascal Janssens being interviewed in his gallery in Ghent


